
Are you looking for an efficient and user-friendly way to print on your favorite garments? RHP Auto Heat Press
with Full Threadability is the machine you've been looking for. This remarkable auto heat press is offered with
an elevated lower platen, which provides extra space under the lower platen. This special feature makes it
easy to slide a t-shirt or hoodies, sweatshirts onto the platen, press, and pull the t-shirt off. If you need to print
on the reverse, you can pull it off and slide it back on without hassle. This innovation that will save time and
increase productivity when you've got 500+ orders to fill.
RHP Auto Open Heat Press is an efficient, user-friendly, and reliable tool that will help you create beautiful
and unique designs on your clothing. Try the RHP heat transfer machine today and start printing your designs
with ease!



•  Slide-out press bed and fully threadability lower platen that makes it easy to put on and take off clothes,
and ensures a good transfer effect without wrinkles or gaps.
•  Snake-shaped handle that saves effort and reduces fatigue when pressing down.
•  Size of 40x60cm vertical heating plate that can cover a large area and fit the shape of the clothes better.
•  High pressure that can penetrate the thick fabric and prevent peeling or fading.
•  Sturdy structure that can withstand long-term use and ensure safety and stability.

 
 

 Model No. RHP-15MS/ RHP-20MS/ RHP-24MS
 Machine Type Auto Open, Fully Threadability Lower Platen
 Controller GY-06 Digital Time & Temp.Control
 Maximum Temp.  225 ºC
 Temperature Accuracy  ±0.5%
 Voltage  120V / 220V
 Frequency  50/ 60HZ
 Net Weight  54kg (RHP-24MS)
 Gross Weight  65kg (RHP-24MS)
 Carton Size  95x52x64cm (RHP-24MS)
 Certification  CE Approval
 Warranty Two Years For Entire Machine,  Five Years For Heat Platen
 

 
RHP Auto Heat Press with Full Threadability is specifically designed for printing designs onto hoodies, sweatshirts, T-shirts, and other types of clothing.



 

   

   

 









 


